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Introductio~l. Let E be a separated locally convex topological vector space and 

E/ be its dual space. E is said to be fully corirplete provided any linear subspace 

L of E/ is weakly closed in E/ whenever L n U' is weakly closed for every 

neighbourhood U of zero in E. A fully complete space is also called B-complete 

[3]. E is said to be B.-complete provided any weakly dense subspace L of El 

is weakly closed in E/ whenever L n U' is weakly closed for every neighbo-

urhood U of zero in E [3]. A. Persson [2] introduced the notions of t-polar 

and weakly t-polar spaces. They are the spaces E which are obtained by 

replacing the neighbourhood U by a barrel T in the above definitions of a B-

complete and a B.-complete spaces respectively. 

We shall study some generalizations and some relations of these notions. 

We introduce new spaces, an ~;-polar and a weakly ~:-polar spaces with ~; a 

set of barrels in E. These are the spaces obtained by restricting every barrel 

T of E to that of ~5 in the definitions of t-polar and weakly t-polar spaces. 

Therefore, when ~; is the family of all absolutely convex and closed neighbo-

urhoods of zero (resp. all barrels) in E, an (~-polar space is a fully complete 

(resp. t-polar) space and a weakly ~;-polar space is a B.-complete (resp. weakly 

t-polar) space. 

Notations. We denote by E and F separated locally convex spaces with the 

dual spaces E / and F/ respectively and by u a linear mapping of E into F 

with the adjoint mapping u/. We also denote by uE the family of all the 

absolutely convex closed neighbourhoods of zero in E and by ~~E the family of 

all barrels in E. ~E denotes a subfamily of ~3E Which is a filterbasis, and ~:e; 

denotes a locally convex topology such that ~; is a basis of neighbourhoods 

of zero. 

1 . We start with the following 

DEFINITION I . We call a subset L of E ~; nearly closed if L n T rs 
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σ（亙1，E）一c1osed　for　eYery　barre1T　belong1ng　to　e1刀．

　DEFINITI0N2．We　ca11E　an6ブpo1ar　space（resp．weak互y6ガpolar　space）

1f　any11near　subspace1二（resp．anyσ（E1，亙）一dense　11near　subspace1二）of亙11s

σ（亙1，E）一c1osed　whene▽erム1s6ガnear1y　c1osed．

　DEFINITI0N3画We　ca11〃．E→F6亙一near1y　open1f〃（T）1s　a　ne1ghbourhood

of　zero　in　F　for　e∀ery　barre1T　be1onging　to6万。We　a1so　ca11〃：亙→F

e1F－near1y　cont1nuous　1f〃一1（T）1s　a　ne1ghbourhood　of　zero　1n　1，for　e▽ery

barre171be1ong1ng　to　6F．

　LEMMA　L　（a）L功Eろθα〃6亙一クo1αブ砂αoθ。1ア五［寛］1＝E1フ挽6πE［寛］あα〃

6ガク0Zαプ砂α0θ。

　（b）〃6。⊃6二．∫グ引・励6トク・伽吻・・，伽〃亙北伽6ガク・伽吻・θ．

　（・）〃6亙⊃6ら伽〃勿E［寛6万γ＝E［寛6ら11＝E！、∫グ町寛6らい・απ6ら吻Zαブ

物6θ，伽ηE瞑6万］ゐ伽6ガク0Zαブψα06．

　Pブooグ　Tb．e　statelment（a）fo11ows　from　the　fact　that　the　property　of　be1ng

a　barre1m　E　d．epends　on1y　on　the　d．ua1pa1r（E，亙1）。The　statem．ent（b）1s

ob▽10us　and　state皿ent（c）fo11ows　fro皿（a）and（b）。

　2，In　th1s　sect1on　we　shau　mam1y　study　the　propert1es　of6ガnear1y　open

mapPings．We　first　show

　LEMMA2．ム6z〃：E→Fみθ60クzガ伽40〃3αη36亙一ηθαブ1ツo少θ〃ωカん挽θα4カク〃

伽伽昭・／．ゲ〃・〃（6亙）一脇吻・Z・・θ〃加鮒舳幼α・θ・グF1，伽・〃1（L）ゐ

6ヅ〃鮒1ツ・あ・θ3，ωん舳・（6亙）づ・伽和肋伽・ヅ伽・Z…㈹〃（T）・グ〃（T）伽

鮒ブツ肋舳ZT66肋9加9¢06亙．

　Pブoげ．Letτ∈6亙。Since〃！一1（To）＝〃（T）o，we　ha▽e〃1（L）∩T◎＝〃1（L∩

〃1一］（TO））＝〃1（L∩〃（T）◎ト〃1（ム∩α（T）◎）。

　Here〃（T）o　isσ（F1ヲF）一compact，for〃1s6ズnear1y　open．By　our　hypothes1s，

ム∩〃（7■）◎　1s　σ（F1フF）一c1osed　and　therefore　ム∩〃（T）o　1sσ（F！ヲ1＝ア）一compact．

S1nce〃11s　weak1y　contmuous，〃1（ム）∩τ◎1sσ（亙！，亙）＿co㎜pact，that1s，

σ（E1，五）一c1osed一。Thus　the　proof1s　co＝mp1ete，

　As　an　extes1on　of　r1，Th14］we　now　show　the　fo11owmg

　THE0REM1。ム砿〃：E→Fみθ3〃づθ6¢如6フoo〃加〃o脇舳∂6ガ肋鮒Zツoク刎．ガ

引・〃6亙プ・Z〃伽・・，伽π〃・〃（6万）プ・Z6ブ吻・＆

　Pブoφ。Let　ムbe　a　ω（6万）一near1y　c1osed　11near　subspace　of　F1　Then，by

Lemnエa2，〃1（五）1s6亙一near1y　c1osed　S1nce　亙1s　an　（…5亙一po1ar　space，　〃1（五）1s

σ（亙1，E）一c1osed．Thereforeム＝〃H（〃1（ム））isσ（F！，F）＿c1osed，for〃1is　weak1y

contmuous　Thus　tlhe　proof1s　co＝mp1ete

　C0R0LLARY　ム功　〃　E→Fみθ　3”ηθ砿〃θ　αη3　60肋肋μ0郷，α”61砺F　6θ　α
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ろα㈹〃θ∂功α6θ．ゲ亙ゐα¢プ0Zαブ伽6θ多肋舳Fゐαル伽60妙1肋砂α6θα〃

伽グφ解〃一ク0Zαブ伽6θ．

　PR0PosITI0N1　ム功ω　亙→F　みθ脇ηθ6〃砂θ　α〃♂60肋吻〃o蜘，　た¢肋θ　α4／oz〃

伽妙伽屋〃1：F1→亙1みθ閉α的6伽砿びEゐαπ6ガク0伽砂脇，肋肋Fあ
α〃（6亙）一ク0伽ψα0θ．

　Pブoげ　Smce〃is　surjectwe，〃1　F1→El　ls1nlect1▽e，weak1y　contmuous

and　weak1y　c1osed　Let　T∈◎亙　and．1etムbe　a一〃（6亙）一near1y　c1osed　11near

subspacρ．Thenフwe　ha∀e〃1（ム）∩To＝〃1（ム∩〃H（T◎））＝〃1（ム∩（〃（T））o）＝

〃1（ム∩（〃（T））◎）．

　By　assumpt1on，ム∩（〃（τ））◎　1sσ（F1，F）一c1osed　Therefore　〃1（ム）∩T◎　1s

σ（亙1，亙）一c1osed，forμ11s　weak1y　c1osed　Smce　亙1s　an6ガpo1ar　space，〆（ム）

isσ（亙1，亙）＿c1osed　a．nd　so　ム＝〃1－1（〃1（ム））　1sσ（F1，F）＿c1osed，　beca－use　〃1　1s

weak1y　continuous．Thus　the　proof　is　com－p1ete．

　c0R0LLARY．工功月r66α6z05θ3　脇み3クα6θoグE　α〃∂z功居：E→E1亙　6θ肋θ

6肋・〃肋Z伽柳賂びEづ・α〃6ズク・Z〃伽・・，伽〃肋り〃・伽励吻6θ亙／Hあ

α尾（6刀）プ0Z鮒砂脇．

　Pブooグ　尾　　E一＞E／17　1s　sur〕ect1∀e　and　cont1nuous　and　μ　　（E／17）1一＞亙1is

weak1y　c1osed　Therefore　the　statement　fouows　from　Propos1t1on1

　3，In　th1s　sect1on　we　shau　ma1n1y　study　the　propert1es　of6グnear1y　con＿

t1nuous　mapP1ngs

　LEMMA3．工功〃：亙→F　みθ6アー〃θαブ互＝ソ　60励加〃o螂αη6Z砿　〃1：ア1→亙＊加

伽α伽伽伽妙〃9・グ〃．1ブ＾・α脇妙α・θ・グE1ω〃・んゐヅ1（6。）一脇吻

・Z・3θ∂，伽〃〃！一1（ム）ゐ6ズ脇ブZμZ0・砿

　PブooグLet　H＝〃1‘1（五）　Then　we　ha∀e　to　show　that亘∩τo1sσ（F1，F）＿

closed．for　e▽ery　T∈6F．Let　W＝ガ1（τ）．Then　W　is　a　neighbourhood　of

zer01n亙，smceω1s6ブnear1y　cont1nuous　Then五∩W◎1sσ（E＊，E）一c1osed

In　fact，W◎1sσ（E＊，E）一compact　and　五　1s〃■1（6ア）一near1y　c1osed　Therefore

ム∩而oi・σ（亙・，五）一・・m．P・・t・・d・・ム∩炉i・σ（E・，E）一・1…dC。。。。q。。。t1y

ω1■1（L∩Wo）1sσ（F1，F）＿c1osed，s1nce〃1　F1→亙＊1s　weak1y　cont1nuous　Now

〃！一1（L∩W◎）＝〃1i1（ム∩W◎）＝H∩〃1一（Wo）二亙∩〃（W）◎＝H∩（τ∩μ（五））o．

HoweYe士丁◎⊂（T∩〃（亙））o．Therefore亙∩T◎＝H∩（τ∩〃（E））o∩T◎、

Hence亘∩To　isσ（F1，F）一c1osedl　Thus　the　proof　is　comp1ete

　LEMMA4．五θ彦〃：亙→F6θα60肋加〃o螂刎αクク加9ωづ肋肋θα4ノわ加¢〃1．スグα
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subspace L of E/ is u~1(~;F)_nearly closed, then u/-1(L) is ~:F-nearly closed. 

Proof. Let T (E ~;F, W = u~1(T) and H - u/-1(L). Then, by our hypothesis, 

L n Wo is cr(E/, E)-closed and u/ is weakly continuous. Here 

u/-1(L n Wo) _ u/-1(L) n u/-1(Wo) _ H n u/-1(Wo) = H n (u(W))o. 

Therefore H n (u(W))o is a(F/, F)-closed. However u(W) C T. Hence 

H n To = H n (u(W))o n To and H n To is or(F/. F)-closed. Thus the proof 

is complete. 

As a dual of Theorem 1, we here show the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2. Let u : E ~> F be ~F-nearly continuous, let u/ : F/ ~ E* be 

weakly open: and let u/ (F/) l) E/. Then, if F is an (~F-polar space, E is a 

u~1(~;F)_polar space. 

Proof. u/-1(O) being weakly closed, the space F//u/-1(O) is separated under 

the quotient topology. Then we can write u/ _ sok where k is the canonical 

mapping of F/ onto F//u/-1(O)- and s is an injective mapping of F//u/-1(O) into 

E*. Let L be a u~1(~;F)_nearly closed linear subspace of E/. Then, putting H 

~ u/-1(L), H is ~;F-nearly closed by Lemma 3. Since F is an ~;F-POlar space, 

H is a(F/, F)-closed. Here k(H) is weakly closed, since k is the canonical 

mapping. Therefore k(H) = s~1(L) is weakly closed. Since s is weakly open 

and L C E/, L is a(E/, E)-closed. Thus the proof is complete 

As a dual of Proposition l, we here show the following proposition 

PROPOSITION 2. Let u : E ~ F be continuous (resp. surjective and continuous) 

and let u/ : F/ ~ E/ be surjective and weakly open. Then if F is an ~:F -polar 

(resp. weakly l~F-polar) space, E is a u~1(~F)_polar (resp. weakly u~1(~;F)_polar) 

s pace. 

Proof. This can be proved by the same way as the previous theorem by 

using Lemma 4 instead of Lemma 3. So we omit the proof 

4 . In this section, we shall study the properties of closed linear mapprngs 

THEOREM 3. Let (~F contain uF and let u : E ~> F be ~:F-nearly continuous 

with a cl sed graph. If F is a weakly ~;F-polar space, then u is continuous. 

Proof. We have to show that u is weakly continuous. For this it is sufficient 

to show that u/ l(E/) F for we then have u/(F/) CI E Now E n u (T)o is 

a(E/, E)-closed for every T E ~;F. Hence u/-1(E/) is ~;F-nearly closed, by 

Lemma 2. Since F is a weakly i~F-POlar space and u/-1(E/) is weakly dense 

in F/, u/-1(E/) = F/. Thus u is weakly continuous. Let V ~ uF. Then since u 

Is ~;F nearly contmuous, u~1(V) E uE. u bemg weakly contmuous u (V) 
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u~1(V) and so u~1(V) is a neighbourhood of zero in E. Thus the proof is 

complete 

As a special case of Theorem 3, we have the following result which is [2, 

Theorem l]. 

COROLLARY. If u is a closed linear mapping of a barrelled space into a 

weakly t-polar space, then u is continuous. 

PROPOSITION 3. Let u : E ~ F be bijective and ~E-nearly open with ~E[Du 
E 

and have a closed graph. If E is a weakly (~E-polar space, then u is open. 

Proof. u~1 is ~;E-nearly continuous with a closed graph. Since E is a weakly 

~;E-POlar space, by Theorem 3 u~1 is continuous, that is, u is open 

COROLLARY 1. Let u : E ~> F be bijective and continuous. If E is a weakly 

t-polar space and F is a barrelled space, then u is a topological isomorphism. 

COROLLARY 2. A weakly t-pblar space cannot have a strictly coarser separa-

ted barrelled topology. 

COROLLARY 3. Let u : E ~ F be bijective, continuous and ~~E-nearly open. 

Then E is a weakly t-polar space if and only if F is a Br~c07nplete barrelled 

space . 

Proof. u is open. Therefore u is a topological isomorphism. The conclusion 

riow follows from the fact that u is ~;E-nearly open 

5 . We shall finally apply the results in Sections 2 and 4 for the study of 

closed linear relations 

A is called a closed linear relation if it is a closed linear subspace of EXF. 

Here we put 

A-1 = {(y, x) : (x, y) E A}, Ax - {y : (x, y) E A} , 

D(A) - {x : (x, y) E A for some y} , R(A) -D (A-1). 

Moreover, A is said to be continuous if A-1(V) - {x : Ax n V ~ ip} is 

open in D(A) for every open set V ~ F, and also A is said to be open, if A-l 

is continuous. Then we have the following theorem which is an extension of 

[2, Theorem 2] . 

THEOREM 4. Let ~;F contain uF and let a linear relation A : E ~ F be closed 

alid ~F-nearly continuous. If F is a ~F -polar space, then A is continuous. 

Proof. A being closed, A(O) is a closed linear subspace of F. Let k be the 

canonical mapping of F onto F/A(O). If we set (kA)(x) - k(A(x)) for any x 

in E, kA is a linear mapping of E into F/A(O). Here A is continuous if and 

only if kA is continuous and also kA is closed linear mapping. Let T E ~; 
F. 
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Since A-1(T) C (kA)-1(k(T)) C (kA)-1(k(T)), if A is ~;F-nearly continuous then 

kA is k(f~F)-nearly continuous. F being an ~;F-Polar space, F/A(O) is a k(~;F)-

polar space by Corollary to Proposition l. Therefore, by Theorem 3, kA is 

continuous, that is. A is continuous. Thus the proof is complete. 

The following theorem which is an extension of [2, Theorem2/] follows 

from the previous theorem. 

THEOREM 5. Let (~E contain uE . If A is a closed ~;E-nearly open linear 

relation of an (~E -polar space E onto a locally convex space F, then A is open. 

PROPOSITION 4. Let ~;E contain~' uE and let u : E ~ F be a surjective and 

~5E-nearly open mapping with a closed graph. If E is an ~E-polar space, then 

u is open. 

COROLLARY If u is a closed linear mapping of a t-polar space onto a 

barrelled space, then u is open. 
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